We prove the existence of Veech groups having a critical exponent strictly greater than any elementary Fuchsian group (i.e. > 1 2 ) but strictly smaller than any lattice (i.e. < 1). More precisely, every affine covering of a primitive L-shaped Veech surface X ramified over the singularity and a non-periodic connection point P ∈ X has such a Veech group. Hubert and Schmidt ([HS04] ) showed that these Veech groups are infinitely generated and of the first kind. We use a result of Roblin and Tapie ([RT13]) which connects the critical exponent of the Veech group of the covering with the Cheeger constant of the Schreier graph of SL(X)/ Stab SL(X) (P ). The main task is to show that the Cheeger constant is strictly positive, i.e. the graph is nonamenable. In this context, we introduce a measure of the complexity of connection points that helps to simplify the graph to a forest for which non-amenability can be seen easily.
Introduction
Translation surfaces are Riemann surfaces X that consist of a finite set of euclidean polygons glued together at parallel sides by translations. The affine group Aff(X) of X consists of all orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms f : X → X that map the set of vertices S(X) of the polygons (also called singularities) to itself and are locally affine on X − S(X). We consider only connected translation surfaces of finite volume, thus the linear part -i.e. the derivative -of f is a globally constant 2 × 2-matrix Df = A of determinant 1. The image of the affine group under the derivation map is the Veech group SL(X). The Veech group is a discrete subgroup of SL 2 (R) and thus a Fuchsian group.
There is a rough sizing of Fuchsian groups distinguishing them by the size of their limit set Λ: elementary Fuchsian groups and non-elementary ones which are again subdivided into those of the first and those of the second kind. The "largest" Fuchsian groups are lattices, finitely generated of the first kind, followed by the infinitely generated ones of the first kind.
A refinement of this classification is to additionally consider the critical exponent δ(Γ), defined as the infimum of all a ∈ R such that the Poincaré series γ∈Γ exp(−aρ H (i, γ•i)) converges. By [BJ97] the critical exponent also is the Hausdorff dimension of the conical limit set. For all infinite Fuchsian groups the bounds 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 hold.
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem A. There exist translation surfaces whose Veech groups have critical exponent strictly between 1 2 and 1. Since the critical exponent of elementary groups is at most 1 2 , these are excluded as candidates for the main theorem. So are lattices because they always have critical exponent 1. Until 2003, lattices were the only known non-elementary Veech groups. Translation surfaces with lattice Veech groups are called Veech surfaces and are of special interest because they satisfy the Veech dichotomy ( [Vee89] ). Calta ([Cal04] ) constructed Veech surfaces of genus 2 that are primitive, i.e. do not arise via coverings and McMullen ( [McM05] and [McM06] ) classified all primitive Veech surfaces of genus 2 and showed that they -up to the action of GL 2 (R) -have the shape of an L with suitable side lengths.
While there are still no translation surfaces known with a Veech group of the second kind, McMullen ( [McM03] ) and independently Hubert and Schmidt ( [HS04] ) found ways to construct translation surfaces with infinitely generated Veech groups of the first kind. Since then, estimating the critical exponent of these groups has been an open question. We will concentrate on the construction of Hubert and Schmidt and give an answer to this question in this paper.
Points P ∈ X with the property that all geodesic rays emanating from a singularity and passing through P eventually end in a singularity are called connection points. These play an important role in the construction of Hubert and Schmidt. They construct translation surfaces whose Veech group is commensurable to the stabilizer SL(X; P ) of P and show that if P is non-periodic, i.e. has an infinte orbit under the action of SL(X), then this group is infinitely generated and of the first kind.
Theorem A will follow from Proposition 5.1. For every non-periodic connection point P on a primitive L-shaped Veech surface X the critical exponent of the (infinitely generated) stabilizer subgroup SL(X; P ) := Stab SL(X) (P ) is strictly between 1 2 and 1. A natural question in this context is the dependence on P : every point P in the SL(X)-orbit of P also is a non-periodic connection point and the groups SL(X; P ) and SL(X; P ) are conjugate and thus have the same critical exponent. To illustrate the dependence on the point, we focus on a particular L-shaped surface L 8 and establish some bounds on the number of different orbits.
The connection points are the points of the form P = (x r + x i √ 2; y r + y i √ 2) with x r , x i , y r , y i ∈ Q. The least common denominator N (P ) of the four reduced fractions is an invariant for the orbit of P . For every N ∈ N we define P N as the set of connection points P with N (P ) = N . Since there is no upper bound on the denominators of connection points there are infinitely many different orbits. But for fixed N we can show:
Theorem B. Set w := √ 2 and fix N ∈ N. The set P N decomposes into a finite number of SL(L 8 )-orbits. This is shown in Section 6. Section 5 contains the proof of Theorem A. For the proof we need a way to measure the complexity of a connection point P . This is done by the value s(P ) := |x i | + |y i | introduced and analyzed in Section 4.3. The section consists of some technical lemmata describing the effect of particular Veech group elements on s(P ). Section 3 describes some background about the critical exponent and the connection between the critical exponent and the Laplacian on hyperbolic manifolds. In this context, the amenability of Schreier graph appears. Section 2 explains this term and provides tools to prove non-amenability of (Schreier) graphs. The paper starts with some background information on translation surfaces and Veech groups in Section 1.
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Background on Translation Surfaces and Veech Groups

Basic Definitions and Observations
Translation surfaces X can be viewed as Riemann surfaces together with an atlas such that all transition maps are translations away from a discrete subset -the singularities. This is equivalent to a choice of a holomorphic one-form η on X. The third way to define a translation surface -which we will mostly use -is as a finite collection of euclidean polygons glued along parallel sides by translations. For details of the equivalence of these definitions cf. e.g. the survey [Mas06] .
We observe and define the following: the total angle around each vertex v of a polygon is 2πm v with m v a positive integer. The vertex v is called a singularity and the number m v − 1 its order. The set of all singularities of the translation surface X is denoted by S(X). A geodesic emanating from a singularity is called a separatrix. A geodesic, without singularities in its interior, which connects two singularities is called a saddle connection. In this context we can define a special type of points on translation surfaces that are important in the construction of translation surfaces with infinitely generated Veech groups developed by Hubert and Schmidt ([HS04] ): Definition 1.1. A nonsingular point P is a connection point of a translation surface X if every separatrix without singularities in its interior that passes through P can be extended to a saddle connection.
By the Gauß-Bonnet theorem the genus of the translation surface X can be calculated from the equation v∈S(X) (m v − 1) = 2g − 2. The space ΩM g of all pairs (X, η) with X a Riemann surface of genus g and η a holomorphic one-form can be stratified by the orders of the singularities. For g = 2 there are two strata: ΩM 2 (1, 1) -the translation surfaces with two singularities of order 1 -and ΩM 2 (2) -the translation surfaces with a single singularity of order 2. The stratification is invariant under the action of GL 2 (R) on the space of translation surfaces that is induced by the the action on the plane and thus on the polygons by linear maps.
Let X be a connected translation surface of finite volume. The translation group Trans(X) consists of all orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms f : X → X, which are locally translations and map S(X) to itself. Accordingly, the affine group Aff(X) consists of all orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms f : X → X, which are locally affine and map S(X) to itself. Note that, since X is connected and of finite volume, the linear part -i.e. the derivative -of f ∈ Aff(X) is a globally constant 2 × 2-matrix Df = A of determinant 1. The Veech group SL(X) is the image of Aff(X) in SL 2 (R) under the derivation map. Another way to see the Veech group is as the stabilizer of the translation surface under the action of GL 2 (R) described above.
These three groups form a short exact sequence: Trans(X) → Aff(X) SL(X). By Proposition 4.4 of [HL06] in genus 2 the translation group is trivial, so the affine group and the Veech group are isomorphic and we identify elements of the Veech group with their preimage in the affine group. For γ ∈ SL(X) and P ∈ X we write γ • P for the image of P under γ.
The Veech group of a translation surface is a discrete subgroup of SL 2 (R) (cf. e.g. Section 1.3 of [HS06a] ). Hence it is a Fuchsian group, i.e. it acts properly discontinuously on the (hyperbolic) upper half plane H by Moebius transformations. Fuchsian groups are a well-studied subject (cf. e.g. [Bea83] and [Kat92] ) and we will now recall some important notions.
Fix a point of H -we choose the point i -as a base point and let Γ be a Fuchsian group. Note that all accumulation points of the orbit Γi have to be at the boundary ∂H = R ∪ {∞}, because otherwise the action would not be properly discontinuous. The set Λ of all accumulation points r ∈ ∂H of the orbit Γi is called the limit set. If Λ is finite, Γ is called elementary, otherwise non-elementary. Non-elementary groups whose limit set is the whole boundary are called Fuchsian groups of the first kind ; the other non-elementary groups are of the second kind. If Γ has a convex fundamental domain with finitely many sides, it is called geometrically finite, if it has a fundamental domain, which has finite hyperbolic area, it is called of finite covolume or lattice.
Two Fuchsian groups Γ and Γ are said to be commensurate, if they have a commom subgroup of finite index in both Γ and Γ . They are called commensurable, if they have subgroups of finite index, which are conjugate by an element of SL 2 (R).
The following lemma is a consequence of Theorem 4.5.1 and Theorem 4.6.1 of [Kat92] and plays a crucial role in the construction of infinitely generated Veech groups by McMullen as well as in the construction by Hubert and Schmidt: Lemma 1.2 ([HS04], Lemma 3). A Fuchsian group of the first kind either is a lattice or it is infinitely generated.
Another important result comparing different Veech groups is the following by Gutkin and Judge: Proposition 1.3 ([GJ00], Theorem 4.9). Let p : Y → X be an affine covering of translation surfaces. Then the groups SL(Y ) and SL(X) are commensurable. If p is a translation covering, they are commensurate.
Veech Groups of Different "Sizes"
Since Veech groups are discrete subgroups of SL 2 (R) and thus Fuchsian groups, it is a natural question, which types or sizes of Fuchsian groups appear as Veech groups. By Theorem 1.1 of [Möl09] the Veech group of a generic translation surface X of genus g ≥ 2 is very small, namely isomorphic to Z 2Z or trivial, depending on whether X belongs to a hyperelliptic component of its stratum or not.
The next larger groups are cyclic groups. Whereas in every stratum there exists a translation surface, whose Veech group is cyclically generated by a parabolic element ([Möl09] , Proposition 1.4), it is still an open question, if there exists a translation surface with Veech group cyclically generated by a hyperbolic element.
There are no translation surfaces known which have a Veech group that is nonelementary and of the second kind.
Lattices
The best-studied translation surfaces are the ones having a lattice Veech group. They satisfy the Veech dichotomy ( [Vee89] ) and therefore are called Veech surfaces. In particular, the Veech surfaces of genus 2 are well-known. In [Cal04] Calta constructs Veech surfaces of genus 2 that are primitive, i.e. not arising via a covering construction. McMullen classified all primitive Veech surfaces of genus 2 by specifying prototypes such that each primitive Veech surface is in the GL 2 (R)-orbit of one of these prototypes. The number D in the above theorem is the discriminant of the trace field of X, the number field Q adjoint all traces of elements of the Veech group SL(X).
McMullen completed the classification of primitive Veech surfaces of genus 2 with the following theorem:
, Theorem 1.1). All primitive Veech surfaces in ΩM 2 (1, 1) are in the GL 2 (R)-orbit of the surface obtained from a regular decagon by gluing opposite sides.
The surfaces L D , L D,−1 , and L D,+1 are an important ingredient of Proposition 5.1, which implies our main result. Since we will prove many statements holding for all these surfaces we introduce the notion L D, to summarize the surfaces of the three types.
We need to understand which points are periodic points -i.e. have a finite orbit under the action of the Veech group -and which points are connection points. Proposition 1.7 ([Möl06], Theorem 5.1). The only periodic points on a primitive Veech surface in ΩM 2 (2) are the 6 fixed points of the hyperelliptic involution.
From now on, we choose the coordinates of points on the L-shaped surfaces such that the origin lies in the lower left corner. Moreover, for the identified points on the sides of the polygon, we choose the point with smaller coordinates.
To find the connection points, we have to look at the periods of the surfaces: to define them, let η be the holomorphic one-form corresponding to X. The group of periods of X with respect to η is the additive group { π η | π ∈ H 1 (X, Z)} < C ∼ = R 2 . All sides of the surface L D, are horizontal or vertical and their lengths are in Q(w). Thus the periods are contained in Q(w) 2 . Since there is just one singularity, every saddle connection vector is also a period and hence also contained in Q(w) 2 .
Furthermore, by Theorem A.1 from [McM03] the set of periodic directions of L D, is precisely P 1 (Q(w)). In Section 3.2 of [HS04] translation surfaces with these properties are called of strong holonomy type. It is shown there that exactly the points with both coordinates in the field Q(w) are connection points. Thus we obtain: To distinguish connection points we define the following: Definition 1.9. For P = x r + x i w; y r + y i w with x r , x i , y r , y i ∈ Q reduced fractions we define N (P ) to be the least common denominator of x r , x i , y r and y i . Furthermore, we denote the set of all connection points P with fixed N (P ) = N by P N .
In fact, in our cases the periods are not only contained in Q(w) but even in Z [w] . This implies that all Veech group element entries are elements of Z[w]. Moreover, if γ is any element of the Veech group and P ∈ P N is any connection point of L D, , then the coordinates of γ • P equal the coordinates of γ · P up to some period. This implies an important proposition concerning N (P ): Proposition 1.10. The value N (P ) is an invariant for the orbit SL(L D, ) • P , i.e. for P ∈ P N the whole orbit SL(L D, ) • P is contained in P N .
Infinitely Generated Veech Groups
Veech surfaces are not the only known translation surfaces that have a non-elementary Veech group. At the beginning of this millennium McMullen and independently Hubert and Schmidt could prove the existence of translation surfaces with infinitely generated Veech groups of the first kind. We will briefly describe the two different approaches, but concentrate on the second one.
In [McM03] , Theorem 10.1, McMullen shows that for translation surfaces of genus 2 the limit set of the Veech group is either empty, a single point or the whole boundary ∂H. In particular, if the Veech group contains a hyperbolic element, the group is of the first kind, so the Veech group is infinitely generated if it is not a lattice.
Every non-primitive Veech surface of genus 2 lies in the orbit of a square-tiled surface and for these surfaces all elements of the Veech group have rational trace. Together with the classification of primitive Veech surfaces of genus 2 (Proposition 1.6), this implies: McM06] , Theorem 1.3). Every translation surface X ∈ ΩM 2 (1, 1) which contains a hyperbolic element with irrational trace either is in the GL 2 (R)-orbit of the regular decagon surface or has an infinitely generated Veech group.
[McM03] also gives concrete examples of such surfaces. Additionally, Hubert and Schmidt constructed translation surfaces, such that the Veech group is of the first kind, but not a lattice. We sketch this construction from [HS04] which we will use during this paper. Definition 1.12. Given a translation surface X with singularities S(X) and a nonsingular point P , define the marking of X at P as a new translation surface (X; P ) by adding P to the set of singularities. Let the group of affine diffeomorphisms of (X; P ) be the subgroup of Aff(X) consisting of the maps that fix P . Accordingly, define the Veech group SL(X; P ) as the stabilizer subgroup of P in SL(X).
As we will see in Remark 2.9, there is a bijection between the right cosets of SL(X) modulo SL(X; P ) and the orbit points of P under the action of SL(X). Thus the nonperiodicity of P guarantees that SL(X; P ) is of infinite index in SL(X) and hence not a lattice.
To show that SL(X; P ) is of the first kind, Hubert and Schmidt use Proposition 3.1 of [Vor96] , which states that the set of directions of geodesic segments emanating from P and encountering a singularity is dense in S 1 = ∂H. If P is a connection point, this means the set of directions of saddle connections through P is dense in S 1 . To each of these saddle connections belongs a parabolic element of SL(X) fixing the saddle connection pointwise, in particular fixing P . A group containing a parabolic element with eigenvector x y has the fixed direction y x in its limit set. Hence the limit set of SL(X; P ) is dense in S 1 , which is not possible for groups of the second kind (cf. e.g. Theorem 3.4.6 of [Kat92] ). This yields Proposition 1.13 ([HS04], Proposition 1). Let P be a non-periodic connection point on a Veech surface X. Then SL(X; P ) is infinitely generated and of the first kind.
By Proposition 1.3 the Veech groups of affine coverings of (X; P ) are commensurable to SL(X; P ). Thus they are also infinitely generated and it remains to find Veech surfaces with non-periodic connection points. But we have seen in Proposition 1.8 that the Veech surfaces in ΩM 2 (2) have infinitely many connection points; thus the following proposition holds and gives us candidates for Veech surfaces of the first kind with critical exponent strictly smaller than 1 (for the definition of the critical exponent see Section 3): Proposition 1.14. An affine covering of the Veech surface L D, ramified over the singularity and a point P ∈ P N for any N has an infinitely generated Veech group of the first kind.
Amenability of Graphs and the Combinatorial Laplacian
In this section we introduce and analyze the Cheeger constant of graphs and the concept of Schreier graphs. As we will see in Section 3 to estimate the Cheeger constant of Schreier graphs will be the main task of this paper. Moreover, we describe the bottom of the spectrum of the combinatorial Laplacian on a graph and the connection to the Cheeger constant in the second subsection.
Amenability of Graphs
The Cheeger Constant
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. For any subset M ⊂ V we define the (vertex-) boundary ∂M ⊂ M to consist of the vertices of M that have a neighbor in V − M = M c . Accordingly, the interior isM := M − ∂M . If c(G) = 0, the graph G is called amenable; otherwise it is non-amenable.
In the following we will be interested in Cheeger constants of Schreier graphs, which are directed graphs that may contain loops and multi-edges. But since these do not affect the boundary of a vertex subset and thus the Cheeger constant, we can and will forget the directions of the edges, omit loops and consider just one edge for every multi-edgeso we will deal with simple graphs.
Unfortunately there are not many results on (non-)amenability of graphs. As described and used in [Kap02] the main technique is the following due to Bartholdi. He generalizes a result of Grigorchuk about Cayley graphs ( [Gri80] ) to all regular graphs:
). Let G = (V, E) be a connected d-regular graph, choose a point v 0 ∈ V and let a n be the number of reduced edge-paths of length n from v 0 to v 0 . Then G is amenable if and only if lim sup n→∞ n √ a n = d − 1.
Schreier graphs are regular, but the groups that come into play are too complicated to count the (reduced) edge-paths from the base point to itself. Hence we want to find another (more elementary) method to prove non-amenability of a Schreier graph. Let us begin by collecting some facts about Cheeger constants that will help us:
First it is obvious that a graph containing a finite connected component C is amenable since |∂C| = 0. But on the other hand we have Proposition 2.3. If G = (V, E) is an amenable graph without any finite connected component, then for any finite subset F ⊂ V the subgraph induced by V = V − F is amenable, too.
Proof. Since G is amenable, there exists a sequence of finite sets M i ⊂ V with c(M i ) → 0 as i → ∞. There is no finite connected component, hence each M i has at least one boundary vertex, i.e.
The reciprocal of this term is
The minuend tends to infinity, the subtrahend is bounded above by |F | and hence c(M i ) → 0 as i → ∞. Thus the subgraph induced by V is amenable.
Proposition 2.4. Let G = (V, E) be graph with connected components K i and let M be a finite subset of the vertex set V . Setting M i := M ∩ K i the following holds:
Proof. As the M i are in different connected components the boundary ∂M i is the intersection of M i with ∂M . First consider the case of two components, so M is the disjoint union M 1 M 2 , and
Without loss of generality we assume c(M 1 ) =
. This is equivalent to
Thus we obtain
By analogy, one gets c(M ) ≥ c(M 1 ). Note that M is finite and thus only finitely many M i are non-empty. Since min{a, b, c} = min{min{a, b}, c}, by induction we obtain the general case of arbitrary many connected components.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a graph with connected components K i . Then
To show c(G) ≥ inf i c(K i ) let M be an arbitrary (non-empty) finite set of vertices and
Now let (M j ) j∈N be a sequence of finite vertex sets with inf j c(M j ) = c(G) and let
Proposition 2.6. If a graph G arises from a graph G by ommiting some edges, then the Cheeger constants satisfy:
Proof. For every finite set M clearly the number |∂ M | is at most |∂M |, where ∂ M denotes the (vertex) boundary of M in G . Hence
This finishes our observations on the Cheeger constant of general graphs. We continue with the computation of the Cheeger constant of an infinite 2k-regular tree, the Cayley graph of the free group of rank k.
Proposition 2.7. The infinite 2k-regular tree has Cheeger constant 2k−2 2k−1 . Proof. We want to find a lower bound for c(M ) for finite vertex sets M . By Proposition 2.4 we can assume that M is connected. If the interiorM is empty, c(M ) = 1. So let us assume |M | = n ≥ 1 and let v be an inner vertex. We mark v as the root of M and divide the other vertices of M in levels corresponding to their distance to v. Now we can view the tree M from the root and estimate the total number of vertices: these are v and its 2k neighbors in M and every further inner vertex contributes 2k − 1 neigbors on a higher level that are not already counted. Hence |M | ≥ 1 + 2k + (n − 1)(2k − 1) = n(2k − 1 + 2 n ) and
For increasing n this expression is decreasing, whence we get the lower bound for n → ∞:
Choosing M = B n to be a ball with arbitrary center (and radius n), the inequality (1) becomes an equality, the sequence B n converges to the last expression and we obtain 2k−2 2k−1 as the Cheeger constant of the infinite 2k-regular tree.
Schreier Graphs
Definition 2.8. To a group Γ, a subgroup Π < Γ and a nonempty finite subset S ⊂ Γ we assign the following directed graph G Γ,Π,S :
• The vertex set V is the set of right cosets of Π in Γ:
• The edge set is
The edge (Πγ, s) has α((Πγ, s)) := Πγ as starting vertex and β((Πγ, s)) := Πγs as terminal vertex.
• Moreover, we add the label s to every edge (Πγ, s).
If S ± = S S −1 is a generating set for Γ, the graph G Γ,Π,S is called the Schreier graph of Γ with respect to Π and S.
Remark 2.9. We are particularly interested in the following setting: The group Γ is the Veech group of an L-shaped Veech surface L D, and acts on the points of L D, (from the left). The Schreier graph we investigate is G = G Γ,Γ P ,S where Γ P is the stabilizer of a non-periodic connection point P and S is a finite generating set of Γ. In this setting, the vertices of the Schreier graph, the right cosets, can be identified with the points of the Γ-orbit of P :
• the subgroup Γ P itself is identified with P .
• the vertex Γ P γ −1 is identified with γ(P ) =: γ • P This is well-defined because Γ P γ
2 is equivalent to γ −1 1 γ 2 ∈ Γ P and thus to γ 1 • P = γ 2 • P . Because of the left-right twist the label s of an edge from Γ P γ −1 to Γ P γ −1 s becomes an s −1 on the edge from γ • P to s −1 γ • P . But for the question of amenability the direction of the edges does not matter, so we do not have to be too worried about.
The definition of Schreier graphs looks very similar to the well-known concept of Cayley graphs and indeed if Π is a normal subgroup of Γ, the Schreier graph is the same as the Cayley graph of the factor group Γ Π . But if Π is not a normal subgroup, there are some important differences, e.g. the Schreier graph, in contrast to Cayley graphs, is not vertex-transitive as one can see in the following example:
Example 2.10. Let Γ = a, b|− be the free group of rank 2. We set Π = a , the subgroup generated by a, and S = {a, b}. The resulting graph G Γ,Π,S is presented in figure 2.1.2. In particular, the edge (Π, a) is a loop and it is the only loop. Hence every automorphism of G Γ,Π,S has to fix the vertex Π, which implies that G Γ,Π,S is not vertex-transitive. Definition 2.11. We call the graph G Γ,Π,S from Example 2.10 above the root-looped 4-valent tree and denote it by T rl4 .
Proposition 2.12. The Cheeger constant of T rl4 is c(T rl4 ) = Later on, we want to choose the generating set S such that it contains special elements. This will be allowed by a result of Woess about metrically equivalent graphs.
Definition 2.13. Let G = (V, E) and G = (V , E ) be graphs with edge metrics d and d , respectively. The graphs G and G are called metrically equivalent, if there exists a surjective map ϕ : V V and a constant A ≥ 1 such that
Proposition 2.14. Let G = G Γ,Π,S and G = G Γ,Π,S be Cayley or Schreier graphs with respect to finite generating sets S and S of Γ and let d and d be the edge metrics of G and G , respectively. Then G and G are metrically equivalent.
Proof. Since S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } and S = {s 1 , . . . s m } are finite and G and G are connected
) is also finite. Set A to be this number and let ϕ be the identity map on
Proposition 2.15 ([Woe00], Theorem 4.7). Let G and G be connected graphs with bounded vertex degrees. If G and G are metrically equivalent, then G is amenable if and only if G is amenable. In particular, for Cayley graphs and Schreier graphs amenability is independent of the choice of a finite generating set.
Free Subgroups
Keeping in mind the equivalence between amenability of groups (cf. e.g. [Pat00] ) and amenability of Cayley graphs (Proposition 12.4 in [Woe00]), as well as the similarities of Cayley graphs and Schreier graphs one could hope that the subgroup criterion for non-amenability of a group survives to Schreier graphs. This states that a group is nonamenable if it contains a non-amenable -e.g. a free non-abelian -subgroup. Translated to Schreier graphs where the subgroup Π Γ is a normal subgroup, this means that if there exists a free non-abelian subgroup < Γ having trivial intersection with Π, the Schreier graph -which in this case is indeed the Cayley graph of the factor groupis non-amenable. But unfortunately this translation is no longer true, if we drop the condition that Π is normal in Γ, as we see in the following counterexample.
Example 2.16. Let Γ = a, b | − be the free group in two generators and Π the subgroup {a k ba −k } k∈Z−{0} . Then the Schreier graph G Γ,Π,{a,b} is amenable, but there is a free non-abelian subgroup having trivial intersection with Π.
Proof. All cosets Πa k are different, because
From Πa k there is an outgoing edge labeled with a to Πa k+1 and an incoming edge from Πa k−1 . Since Πa k b = Πa k ⇔ a k ba −k ∈ Π the b-edges from Πa k are loops at Πa k for all k ∈ Z − {0}. Summing up, this part of the coset graph looks like the Cayley graph of Z with an additional loop at almost every vertex. Only at the origin, the vertex Π = Π1, there are an incoming and an outgoing b-edge, connecting this part to the following part: All cosets Πw and Πw , with w and w different reduced words starting with b ±1 , are different vertices since Πw = Πw ⇔ ww −1 ∈ Π, and this is not true since every (nontrivial) element in the subgroup Π begins and ends with a or a −1 . Furthermore, no Πw for w starting with b ±1 is adjacent to one of the Πa k (k = 0), because of the 4-regularity of the Schreier graph. So the Schreier graph may be pictured as in Example 2.1.3. Now we can give a sequence of finite vertex sets with the property that the quotient of boundary vertices to all vertices of one set tends to zero:
In M i there are three boundary vertices Π, Πa i and Πa −i . On the other hand, we have
It remains to find a non-abelian free subgroup < Γ that intersects with Π only trivially. One can easily check that the subgroup = bab, b 2 is such a group: As a subgroup of a free group it is free, obviously of rank > 1, and every nontrivial word in begins with b ±1 and thus is not in Π.
The Combinatorial Laplacian and the Cheeger Constant
In Section 3 we will need some information on the spectrum of a graph G with infinite vertex set, in particular on its bottom µ 0 (G). This is why we provide some basic facts about the combinatorial Laplacian in this section. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with maximal valency k > 0. We define the gradient ∇ as an operator sending a map b : V → R to the map
and the combinatorial Laplacian ∆ G as
for all maps b, which are in l 2 (V ), i.e. the maps with b, b := i b(i) 2 < ∞. The inner product of a, b : V → R is defined as a, b := i∈V a(i)b(i). For functions c, d : E → R we use the same notation of inner product (defined as c, d := e∈E c(e)d(e)) and norm ||c||. The combinatorial Laplacian is a bounded operator self-adjoint with respect to the quadratic form
If G has a finite vertex set V , the constant maps are eigenfunctions with eigenvalue λ 0 (G) = 0. For connected graphs the eigenvalue 0 has multiplicity 1 and the difference µ 0 (G) = λ 1 (G) − λ 0 (G) is called spectral gap. If V is infinite, we set the spectral gap µ 0 (G) to be the smallest eigenvalue µ 0 (G) of ∆ G .
Let us now assume that G has infinitely many vertices. By the Min-Max principle the spectral gap satisfies
There are upper and lower bounds on µ 0 (G) in terms of the Cheeger constant c(G):
Proposition 2.17 (Cheeger). Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with |V | = ∞ and maximal vertex valency k. Then the following inequalities for the spectral gap µ 0 (G) hold:
A proof of a similar theorem can be found in [Ver93] , Section 2. But note that he defines the Cheeger constant via the edge boundary ∂ E A, which consists of all edges that connect vertices of A and A c . We will just use the first inequality and thus also prove just this one:
and by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for ∇b, b(i) + b(j) combined with the estimate
On the other hand S = b 2 (i) − b 2 (j), where the sum is taken over all (oriented) edges (i, j) with b 2 (i) ≥ b 2 (j). The image of b is finite and we sort the values of b 2 obtaining a 0 = 0 < a 1 < . . . < a r and define
Then we can write the sum S as (a l − a l−1 ), where each summand a l − a l−1 appears with multiplicity equal to the number of edges (i, j) with b 2 (i) ≥ a l and b 2 (j) < a l . This number is bounded below by |∂A l |. With the definition of the Cheeger constant c(G) <
follows. All together we finish the proof by obtaining
Thus for G having a strictly positive spectral gap µ 0 (G) is equivalent to having a strictly positive Cheeger constant c(G) and hence also to being non-amenable.
Critical Exponent and Graph-Periodic Manifolds
In Section 1.2 we already saw Veech groups of different sizes. Another way to measure the size of Fuchsian groups is the critical exponent which is introduced in the first part of this section. The aim of the second part is to build a bridge from specific Fuchsian groups -subgroups of lattices -and their critical exponent to amenability of Schreier graphs (described in Section 2). We use a concept introduced by Tapie ([Tap10]): graphperiodic manifolds M over a cell C, i.e. manifolds consisting of isometric copies of another manifold glued together according to the structure given by a graph. Following [RT13] we compare the bottom of the spectrum of C and of M = H Π . In doing so we prove that the critical exponent of Π < Γ is strictly smaller than 1, if the Schreier graph G Γ,Π,S is non-amenable for a finite set S generating Γ.
Further background on the critical exponent viewed from different perspectives can be found in [Nic89] .
The Critical Exponent
First we define the term critical exponent and collect some basic properties. Let ρ H be the hyperbolic metric on the upper half plane H.
Definition 3.1. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group and * ∈ H. The Poincaré series to the exponent a ∈ R and the base point * is the series γ∈Γ e −aρ H ( * ,γ( * )) . The infimum of exponents a, for which the Poincaré series converges is called the critical exponent δ(Γ):
Because of the triangle inequality the convergence of the Poincaré series and thus also the critical exponent are independent of the choice of base point. Usually we will set * = i. Our next observation concerns the critical exponent of commensurable groups.
Recall that two subgroups Γ and Γ of SL 2 (R) are called commensurable if there exist subgroups Π < Γ and Π < Γ of finite index each, that are conjugate in SL 2 (R).
Proposition 3.2. Commensurable Fuchsian groups have the same critical exponent.
Proof. We prove this proposition in two steps. First, conjugate Fuchsian groups have the same critical exponent since conjugation just corresponds to a change of the base point in the Poincaré series. Second, descending to a subgroup Π of finite index in a group Γ also does not change the critical exponent: the inequality δ(Π) ≤ δ(Γ) is clear by definition. The reverse inequality is obtained by a rearrangement of the summands of the Poincaré series.
Obviously the critical exponent of infinite groups is at least 0. By direct computations one can check some further general bounds on the critical exponent of Fuchsian groups Γ: cyclic groups generated by a hyperbolic element have critical exponent 0, cyclic parabolic groups have critical exponent 1 2 . Since the critical exponent of subgroups is less or equal to the critical exponent of the big group, every group containing a parabolic element has critical exponent at least 
In particular, λ 0 (M ) > 0 implies δ(Γ) < 1. This is why we will take a closer look at the Laplacian on hyperbolic manifolds and the bottom of its spectrum in the following. * Note that H = H 2 = H 1+1 .
From Hyperbolic Surfaces to Schreier Graphs
In this section we follow the ideas of Tapie ([Tap10] ) and Roblin ([RT13] ). They discuss Riemannian coverings and a generalization -graph-periodic manifolds -in order to obtain a lower bound on the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the manifolds. Roughly spoken, a graph-periodic manifold consists of isometric copies of a smaller manifold with boundary, which are glued together according to the structure given by a regular graph. The lower bound is given in Théorème 0.2 of [RT13] for Riemannian coverings and in Théorème 1 of [Tap10] for graph-periodic manifolds. We will introduce the notion of graph-periodic manifolds and explain how our situation fits into this concept. The graph-periodic manifold is H Π and the smaller manifold is H Γ . In the above mentioned theorems there is the assumption that Π is a normal subgroup of Γ. We summarize the proofs to check that the statements still hold without supposing Π < Γ being a normal subgroup.
Definition 3.7. Let k ∈ N be fixed. A marked cell of valency k is a set {C, H 1 , . . . , H k } where C is a smooth Riemannian manifold with piecewise C 1 boundary and H i ⊂ ∂C are pairwise disjoint compact codimension 1 submanifolds which are C 1 with piecewise C 1 boundary (of codimension 2). The H i are called transition zones, C is called the cell. 2. For all v, w ∈ V there is an edge {v, w} ∈ E if and only if J v (C v ∩ C w ) ⊂ ∂C contains a unique transition zone, which we will denote by H vw .
3. For all edges {v, w} ∈ E the map
Subgroups of Fuchsian Groups. Let us now describe how the situation of this article fits into the concept of graph-periodic manifolds. Afterwards we will look at a small example using well-known groups.
Given a lattice Fuchsian group Γ and a subgroup Π there are the corresponding quotients M = H Γ and N = H Π . Thus there are three covering maps: p : N → M and the universal coverings π Γ : H → M and π Π : H → N . Since Γ is a lattice, there is a fundamental domain F Γ ⊂ H of finite volume and with finitely many sides for the action of Γ on H, such that pairs of sides correspond to a set S = {γ 1 , . . . , γ n } of elements generating Γ (usually a Dirichlet fundamental domain). We set C = F Γ and mark C by choosing for any of these pairs a transition zone H i on one of the sides and the γ i -image of H i on the other side. Then C is a marked cell of valency 2 · n and N consists of Γ-images of π Π (C), one for each coset Πγ. Setting G to be the Schreier graph G Γ,Π,S , we see that N is a G-periodic manifold over C. Before we state the main result of this section we collect some facts about the Laplacian ∆ M on a hyperbolic manifold M = H Γ . For the basic definitions of divergence divf , gradient ∇f and the Laplacian ∆ = div(∇f ) see Chapter 1 of [Cha84] .
For a hyperbolic manifold M let L 2 (M ) be the space of measurable maps f : M → R with M |f | 2 < ∞. On L 2 (M ) there is the inner product f, g M := M f g and the norm ||f || 2 M := f, f M . Furthermore, we define the Rayleigh quotient as
The Min-Max-principle implies that the smallest eigenvalue λ 0 (M ) satisfies
where
is the Sobolev space of maps f ∈ L 2 (M ), whose gradient is an L 2 vector field. Moreover, if φ 0 : M → R is a eigenfunction to the eigenvalue λ 0 (M ),
The lower bound on λ 0 ( H Π ) obtained in the main result will depend on the spectral gap ν := λ 1 (C) − λ 0 (C) of the Laplacian on C (with Neumann boundary conditions). Therefore it is important that in our case, where C is a (Dirichlet) fundamental domain of a lattice Γ, the smallest eigenvalue λ 0 (C) is isolated and thus the spectral gap is strictly positive. This is shown in three steps:
• By Lemme 5.2 of [RT13] the eigenvalue λ 0 (C) is an isolated eigenvalue of multiplicity 1, if λ 0 (C) < λ ess 0 (C), where λ ess 0 (C) is the bottom of the essential spectrum of C, i.e. the infimum of the real numbers for which a so-called Weyl's sequence exist.
• Since C has finite volume, the constant functions are in H 1 (C) and thus λ 0 (C) = 0.
• It holds λ ess 0 (C) > 0: 
Since C is the Dirichlet fundamental domain of a lattice, there exists a compact set K such that C − K is a disjoint union of finitely many cusps. We define such a function φ only at a cusp at ∞, since all cusps are conjugate to such a cusp. It has the form {(x, y) ∈ H | a ≤ x ≤ b ∧ y ≥ c} for some a, b, c ∈ R with c > 0. Setting φ((x, y)) = y 1 2 , one easily sees that φ is strictly positive, ∇φ is tangent on ∂C − K and that ∆φ = Let us now state the main result of this section. The proof is basically a special case of the proof of Théorème 4.3 of [RT13] .
Proposition 3.12. Let Γ be a lattice, Π < Γ a subgroup, C a Dirichlet fundamental domain of Γ and G = G Γ,Π,S the Schreier graph of Γ with respect to Π and the finite generating set S obtained from C. Then N = H Π is a marked G-periodic manifold over C as described above. The bottom of the spectrum λ 0 (N ) can be bounded above by
where A > 0 is a constant depending on the geometry of C in a neighborhood of the transition zones, ν > 0 is the spectral gap of C, V is the (finite) volume of C and µ 0 (G) is the spectral gap of the combinatorial Laplacian on the graph G.
Combining this proposition with Proposition 3.6, Proposition 2.17 and Proposition 2.15 this implies:
Corollary 3.13. Let Γ be a lattice and Π < Γ a subgroup. If the Schreier graph G Γ,Π,S is non-amenable for any finite set S generating Γ, then the critical exponent δ(Π) is strictly smaller than 1.
Proof of Proposition 3.12. First observe that since Γ is a lattice, C has finite volume V and thus the constant map 1 C : C → {1} ⊂ R is an eigenfunction for the eigenvalue λ 0 (C) = 0. We can lift 1 C to the map 1 N : N → {1}, but in the following we will just write 1 for both maps.
In (3) we saw that λ 0 (N ) = inf f ∈H 1 (N ) R(f ). Let f be a smooth map with compact support satisfying R(f ) = ||∇f || N ||f || N ≤ λ 0 (N ) + . For every vertex i ∈ V (G) we write C i for the image of the cell C corresponding to this vertex and define
f ,i · 1, and
One easily checks that g i and 1 are orthogonal (with respect to the inner product on C i ) and hence R(g i ) ≥ λ 1 (C) = ν. Moreover by bilinearity of the inner product we have ||g i || 2 C = ||f ,i || 2 C − b 2 i V . We want to estimate λ 0 (N ) + and know that it is at least
We continue by giving a lower bound on the numerator and an upper bound on the denominator.
The first is done in Lemme 4.8 of [RT13] , which states, that there is a constant A > 0 depending on neighborhoods of the transition zones such that i∈V (G)
The proof is done by estimating ||∇f ,i || 2 H ij ×[0,R] in terms of the Newtonian Capacity of the "rectangles" H ij × [−R, R]. These are tubular neigborhoods of the transition zones, which have one part in the cell C i and one in the cell C j for each edge {i, j} ∈ E(G). This is technical and we will not give the details here.
For the upper bound on i∈V (G) ||f || 2 C i let us estimate ||∇f ,i || 2
. The first summand obviously vanishes and we obtain
Assume that λ 0 (N ) + < ν. Otherwise the proposition is clearly true. Then the above inequality is equivalent to i∈V (G)
With these bounds on the numerator and denominator we summarize:
By (2) the quotient
is greater or equal to the spectral gap µ 0 of the graph G. Inserting this observation and solving for λ 0 (N ) + yields
Since all constants on the right-hand side are independent of this finishes the proof.
Prototypes of Veech Surfaces in ΩM 2 (2)
In this section we take a closer look at the prototypes L D defined in Section 1.2.1. All results in this section in principle also hold for the other two types of surfaces L D,±1 from Definition 1.4. One just has to change some numbers. This is why we will not give detailed proofs for these types, but summarize the results at the end of this section. 
This means B twists the lower cylinder once and the upper cylinder d − 1 times. Thus we obtain for a point x; y ∈ C d : 1 1 + w 0 1 • x; y = x + (1 + w)y mod (1 + w); y
For the action on points of C u we have to bear in mind that the lower left corner of the upper cylinder's closure has coordinates 0; 1 , not 0; 0 . This is why we have to replace y by y − 1, apply the action by the Dehn twist and then shift the image point 1 upwards again:
Note that, as the y-coordinate is not changed by B, the image points always lie in the same cylinder as x; y . Knowing this and the description of the action of B, we also know the action of B l for all l ∈ Z:
The points of L D we are interested in are the connection points which by Proposition 1.8 are the points with coordinates in Q(w). We will write them in the form x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w and call x r , y r ∈ Q the rational parts and x i , y i ∈ Q the irrational parts.
For the horizontal parabolic element B = 1 1+w 0 1
, a point Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w and an integer l the x-coordinate of the point B l • Q is denoted by x B l . For its rational part and irrational part we write x B l ,r and x B l ,i , respectively. The difference x B l ,i − x i is denoted by ∆ B l (Q).
For points Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D with y ≤ 1, i.e. Q ∈ C d , (4) states x B l = x + l(1 + w)y mod (1 + w). Hence the difference of the irrational parts amounts to ∆ B l (Q) = l(y r + y i ) − q y,l with q y,l = ly or ly , which implies that for all Q ∈ C d and all l ∈ Z there exists an r ∈ (−1, 1) such that ∆ B l (Q) = ly r + ly i − ly − r = ly i (1 − w) − r. For points Q of the upper cylinder C u -i.e. the points with y > 1 -(4) states x B l = x + l(1 + w)y − l(1 + w) mod 1. Therefore, in this case the difference of the irrational parts is ∆ B l (Q) = l(y r + y i − 1).
In summary we have the following results for ∆ B l (Q):
By similar calculations the vertical parabolic element is A = 1 0 w 1 and A k acts as follows:
Similarly to the notation x B l we introduce the notations y A k for the y-coordinate of A k • Q as well as y A k ,r and y A k ,i for the rational part and the irrational part of y A k , respectively. Furthermore we define ∆ A k (Q) := y A k ,i − y i and obtain for a point Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D in the left or right cylinder:
Points Periodic under A or B
To check if a point Q = x, y; = x r + x i w, y r + y i w; ∈ L D is periodic under A or B one just has to look at its splitting ratio in the corresponding vertical respectively horizontal cylinder (cf. [HS06b] ). By this we mean the quotient of the height of the point in the cylinder and the height of the cylinder. It is a well-known fact that Q is periodic under the parabolic element if and only if its splitting ratio is rational. In this section we collect conditions on Q to have a rational splitting ratio and thus to be periodic under A or B.
Lemma 4.1. A point Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D is periodic under the action of B if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
1. y ≤ 1 and y i = 0.
2. y > 1 and y r = 1 − y i .
In particular if Q is periodic under B then 0 ≤ y i < 1.
Proof. If y ≤ 1, the point is in the lower cylinder C d which has height 1. The height of Q in C d is y, therefore the splitting ratio is sr C d (Q) = y 1 = y r + y i w. This is rational if and only if y i = 0.
If y > 1, the point is in the upper cylinder C u which has height w − 1. The height of Q in C u is y − 1, therefore the splitting ratio is
This is rational if and only if y r = 1 − y i . For the additional conclusion we observe that solving the inequality 1 ≤ y r + y i w < w for y r and setting y r = 1 − y i yields 1 − y i w ≤ 1 − y i < w − y i w, which is equivalent to 0 ≤ y i < 1.
With similar calculations we obtain: Lemma 4.2. A point Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D is periodic under the action of A if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
1. x ≤ 1 and x i = 0.
2. x > 1 and x r = 1.
In particular if Q is periodic under A then 0 ≤ x i < 1.
The Action of A and B in More Detail
To obtain some information about the structure of the Schreier graph from the action of A k and B l on a point Q, we will analyze how the absolute values of the coordinates change. We are looking for a way to measure the complexity of the connection points. By Proposition 1.8 the connection points are of the form P = x r + x i w; y r + y i w with x r , x i , y r , y i ∈ Q. Since the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate are bounded below by 0 and above by w and 1 + w, respectively, if the absolute value of an irrational part grows, in most cases also the corresponding rational part's absolute value grows. This is why our measure of the complexity is the sum of the irrational part's absolute values, which will be denoted by s(Q) := |x i | + |y i |.
Recall that by Definition 1.9 for any connection point P of the above form N (P ) is the least common denominator of the reduced fractions x r , x i , y r and y i . Furthermore, the set of all connection points P with fixed N (P ) = N is denoted by P N . Now we can formulate some quite technical lemmata concerning the growth behavior of connection points P and s(P ) under the action of powers of A and B. These will help to prove the non-amenability of the Schreier graph of SL(L D ) modulo SL(L D ; P ) with respect to any finite generating set in Section 5.
Lemma 4.3. If Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N is periodic under A but not under B, there exists an l 0 , such that for all l with |l| ≥ l 0 the following inequality holds:
Lemma 4.4. If Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N is periodic under B but not under A, there exists a k 0 , such that for all k ∈ Z with |k| ≥ k 0 the following inequality holds:
The proofs of these two lemmata are very similar and differ only by some numbers, since the surface L D is not symmetric with respect to the horizontal and vertical direction. For completeness we will nevertheless prove both lemmata in detail, because they are an important tool in the proof of Theorem A. 
The next two lemmata will help us to prove Lemma 4.7. An important fact in the proof is that |a ± b| > |b| implies sgn(a ± b) = sgn(a).
Lemma 4.5. If Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N is a point not periodic under A, then the signs of ∆ A k (Q) and ∆ A −k (Q) are different for all k > k 0 .
Proof. If Q is in the right cylinder, ∆ A ±k (Q) = ±k(x r − 1). Since Q is not periodic under A, we have x r = 1 and k(x r − 1) and −k(x r − 1) have different signs.
If the point Q is in the left cylinder, ∆ A +k (Q) = −kx i w − r for some r ∈ (−1, 1) and ∆ A −k (Q) = kx i w+r for an r ∈ (−1, 1). As seen in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the absolute value of these changes is greater than 2 for k > k 0 , hence | − kx i w − r| and |kx i w + r | are bigger than |r| and |r |. Thus the first term -∆ A +k (Q) -has sign sgn(−kx i ), which is not 0 because Q is not periodic under A, whereas the second one -∆ A −k (Q) -has sign sgn(kx i ) = − sgn(−kx i ).
Lemma 4.6. If Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N is a point not periodic under B, then the signs of ∆ B l (Q) and ∆ B −l (Q) are different for all l > l 0 .
We will skip the proof of this lemma, since it works completely analogically to the proof of Lemma 4.5.
The last and most important lemma concerning the behavior of s(Q) under the action of powers of A and B is the following:
Lemma 4.7. Let Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N be a point periodic neither under A nor under B. Then there are numbers k 1 and l 1 such that for all pairs (k, l) with k > k 1 and l > l 1 at least three of the following four inequalities hold:
Proof. As a first observation, we see that since A does not change x i and B does not change y i , we only have to look at the effect of A ±k on |y i | and of B ±l on |x i | to see the effect on s(Q) = |x i | + |y i |. The second step is to apply Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6: Since the changes of y i by A k and by A −k have different signs, one of them has the same sign as y i itself and thus the corresponding A ±k increases |y i |. By analogy one of B ±l has sgn ∆ B ±l (Q) = sgn(x i ) and thus increases |x i |. Hence at least two of the four inequalities hold. For the third one we have to show that one of the two remaining ∆'s is big enough to increase |y i | respectively |x i | even though their sign is different from the sign of y i respectively x i . This means it has to be greater than 2|y i | respectively 2|x i |.
If |x i | ≥ |y i | this will be ∆ A k (Q) for k with |k| big enough, otherwise it will be ∆ B l (Q) for l with |l| big enough. To finish the proof, we distinguish these two cases.
First Case |x i | ≥ |y i |: Let us first find a k 1 with the property that for all k ∈ Z with |k| > k 1 the inequality |∆ A k (Q)| > 2|x i | holds. In particular for points with |x i | ≥ |y i | this inequality implies |y
We show this for Q in the left or in the right cylinder seperately: If Q is in the left cylinder, ∆ A k (Q) = −kx i w − r for an r ∈ (−1, 1). With the reversed triangle inequality we get | − kx i w − r| > 2|x i |, if |k||x i |w > 2|x i | + |r|. This again would be implied by |k||x i |w ≥ 2|x i | + 1, which is equivalent to |k| ≥ If Q is in the right cylinder, the x-coordinate satisfies 1 < x r +x i w < 1+w and therefore there is a q ∈ (0, w), such that x r = −x i w+1+q. The change of y i is ∆ A k (Q) = k(x r −1). 
Using the reversed triangle inequality we obtain |∆
Summarizing, |∆ A k (Q)| > 2|x i | holds for all k with |k| > k 1 , where
where 2+N w can be omitted because it is always smaller than 2(N +1) w . Second Case |x i | < |y i |: we have to find an l 1 satisfying |∆ B l (Q)| > 2|y i | for all l ∈ Z with |l| > l 1 . In particular, for points with |x i | < |y i | this inequality implies
We show this for Q in the lower or in the upper cylinder seperately: If Q is in the lower cylinder, |∆ B l | is greater than |ly i (1−w)|−1 by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Therefore, it is greater than 2|y i |, if |l|(w−1)|y i | ≥ 2|y i |+1, and this is equivalent to |l| ≥ Summarizing |∆ B l (Q)| > 2|y i | holds for all l with |l| > l 1 , where
where
2+N
w−1 can be omitted because it is always smaller than 2(N +1) w−1 . All in all we proved that for all points Q with |x i | ≥ |y i | the following inequalities hold for all pairs (k, l) with k > k 1 and l > l 1 :
at least one of s(Q) < s(B l • Q) and s(Q) < s(B −l • Q).
For points Q with |x i | < |y i | the following inequalities hold for all pairs (k, l) with k > k 1 and l > l 1 :
at least one of s(Q) < s(A k • Q) and s(Q) < s(A −k • Q).
Analogous Results for L D,±1
As mentioned above all results of this section also hold for the surfaces L D,+1 and L D,−1 -one just has to replace some numbers and values. We now list these numbers.
The Surface L D,+1
The . A point Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D,+1 is periodic under the action of A + if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
In particular if Q is periodic under
The point Q ∈ L D,+1 is periodic under the action of B + if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
2. y > 1 and y r + 2y i = 1.
In particular if Q is periodic under B + then 0 ≤ y i < 1.
The analogous equation to (6) is
This yields
Accordingly, (4) becomes This yields
For L D,+1 the numbers k 0 , l 0 , k 1 and l 1 from Lemma 4.3 to Lemma 4.7 are
The vertical respectively horizontal elements of SL(L D,−1 ) are A − = 1 0 w 1 respectively B − = 1 w 0 1 . A point Q = x; y = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ L D,−1 is periodic under the action of A − if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
2. x > 1 and x r + x i = 1.
The point Q ∈ L D,−1 is periodic under the action of B − if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
2. y > 1 and y r + y i = 1.
In particular if Q is periodic under B − then 0 ≤ y i < 1.
For L D,−1 the numbers k 0 , l 0 , k 1 and l 1 from Lemma 4.3 to Lemma 4.7 are
5 Veech Groups with 1 2 < δ < 1
After we provided the auxiliary material in the previous sections in this section we can reap the fruit of our labor and prove our main theorems: So let us now show that for every non-periodic connection point P and any finite set S generating Γ = SL(L D, ) the graph G Γ,Π,S is non-amenable, where in order to improve readability Π denotes the subgroup SL(L D, ; P ). Proposition 2.15 tells us that we can change the finite generating set. Thus G Γ,Π,S is non-amenable if and only if G = G Γ,Π,S∪{A k ,B l } is non-amenable for some numbers k and l.
Let G be the subgraph of G induced by all vertices of G that correspond to points that are not periodic under both A and B. These points are described in Section 4.2. In particular points periodic under A and B have bounded irrational parts x i and y i . By Proposition 1.10 the Γ-orbit of P is contained in P N (P ) . Hence the denominators of the components of points in Γ • P are bounded by N (P ). Therefore, there are only finitely many points periodic under A and B. Thus we can apply Proposition 2.3 and non-amenability of G implies non-amenability of G.
The last step to simplify the graph is to omit all edges that are not labeled with A k or B l . We call this graph G . Omitting edges does not increase the Cheeger constant (Proposition 2.6). Hence the graphs G , G and G Γ,Π,S are non-amenable if G is nonamenable.
That G is indeed non-amenable follows from:
Proposition 5.2. There are numbers k and l depending only on N := N (P ) and w, such that every connected component of G is either isomorphic to the infinite 4-valent tree or to the root-looped 4-valent tree (cf. Figure 5 ). We will analyze the points corresponding to the vertices of G and the sum of the absolute values of their irrational parts. Recall that for a point Q = x r + x i w; y r + y i w this sum |x i | + |y i | is denoted by s(Q).
1. For every point Q in the orbit of P periodic under A (resp. B) we know N (Q) = N (P ) =: N and this is a multiple of the period (see Section 4.2). Hence in G the circle at the periodic point Q is in fact a loop -i.e. of length 1 -if we choose k (resp. l) to be a multiple of N . , for all points Q neither periodic under A nor under B at least three of the following inequalities hold:
All these conditions on the choice of k and l only depend on N and w. Hence we can and do choose k as the smallest multiple of N bigger than k 1 and l as the smallest multiple of N bigger than l 1 and analyze which graphs can occur as connected components of G : First Case: in the connected component there is a point Q periodic under A or B:
Let us remove the loop at Q and look at an path of length n starting in Q = Q 0 visiting the points Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . Q n with Q 1 = Q 0 and Q j+2 = Q j . From item 1 we know that s(Q 1 ) > s(Q). Thus Q 1 has a neighbor with smaller s-value and can not be periodic under A or B. Furthermore we also know the one and only neighbor of Q 1 that has a lower s-value than Q 1 is Q 0 (because of item 2) and we get s(Q 2 ) > s(Q 1 ). The same argument for the following points show that none of the points Q j , j ≥ 1 is periodic under A or B and (s(Q j )) j=0,...,n is strictly increasing. In particular there is no circle in this connected component, all vertices beside Q in the same component have valency 4. This component is isomorphic to the root-looped 4-valent tree.
Second Case: in the connected component there is no point periodic under A or B, so all vertices have valency 4: Suppose in the connected component there is a circle [v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n−1 , v 0 ] with corresponding points [Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . , Q n−1 , Q 0 ]. Then the set {s(Q 0 ), . . . , s(Q n−1 )} is finite and thus contains its maximum. Let Q j be a point with s(Q j ) this maximum. This implies s(Q j−1 ) ≤ s(Q j ) and s(Q j+1 ) ≤ s(Q j ), which is a contradiction to item 2. Thus in this case the connected component is the infinite 4-valent tree.
Orbits of Connection Points of L 8
In Proposition 1.10 we have seen that for a connection point P the least common denominator N (P ) is an invariant for the SL(L D, -orbit of P . Since all points with both coordinates in Q(w) are connection points this implies that there are infinitely many distinct orbits of connection points. We conjecture that for all the surfaces L D, every fixed number N the set P N decomposes into a finite number of SL(L D, )-orbits. In this section we will concentrate on the case D = 8. We establish a method to find lower bounds and give upper bounds on the number of orbits for fixed least common denominator N . In particular, we prove this conjecture for D = 8.
First we define a finite graph G N for each N such that the number of connected components C(N ) of this graph is a lower bound on the number of orbits. The number C(N ) for small values N is listed in Table 1 Table 1 : The number of connected components C(N ) of the graph G N .
Conjecture 6.1. The values of C(N ) for small N shown in Table 1 indicate that the function C : N → C(N ) is weakly multiplicative, i.e. C(N M ) = C(N )C(M ) for all co-prime natural numbers N and M . Furthermore, we conjecture that, if N = p k is a power of an odd prime, C(N ) equals C(p).
Crucial for the method for the lower bound is the fact that SL(L 8 ) is generated by the two parabolic elements A = to connect every connection point with this fixed N with a point of a finite set. A similar algorithm should also work for D = 5, because also the Veech group SL(L 5 ) is generated by the vertical and horizontal parabolic elements. For bigger D it might also be true that there are only finitely many SL(L D )-orbits of connection points with fixed N , but the subgroup A, B < SL(L D ) is too small for the algorithm to still work.
One can easily check that the action of A and B (see Section 4.1) can be described as follows:
y r = y r ± 2x i ∓ t A,r with t A,r ∈ {0, 1, 2}
x r = x r ± y r ± 2y i ∓ t B,r with t B,r ∈ {0, 1, 2}
We start with finding a lower bound on the number of orbits in P N with fixed N . We define the following equivalence relation on the points P = x r + x i √ 2; y r + y i √ 2 with the four components x r , x i , y r and y i reduced fractions with least common denominator N . For all such points expand the four components to fractions with N as denominator. Then two points are equivalent, if and only if the two vectors consisting of the numerators modulo N are the same. This yields the set
as quotient. Since all the t A/B,r/i in the description of the action of A and B are integers, adding them corresponds to adding multiples of N to the numerators of the expanded fractions and the action descends to an action on V . Let G N be the graph describing this action, i.e. the following graph:
• The edges E are labeled with A or B and go from v ∈ V to v ∈ V , if and only if for any point P represented by v the point A • P respectively B • P is represented by v .
Obviously, the number of connected components C(N ) of this graph G N is a lower bound on the number of orbits of the action of SL(L 8 ) for fixed N , since SL(L 8 ) = A, B . The graph G 2 is illustrated in Figure 6 . Remark 6.2. The action on V can be described as follows:
So the edges can be computed very easily, but notice that the vertex set V grows quite fast for growing N : it has approximately N 4 elements.
Let us now prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem B. Consider the following set of points of L 8 :
Since N is fixed, there are only finitely many possible values of x i and y i . Moreover, the fact that 0 ≤ x = x r + x i w < 1 + w and 0 ≤ y = y r + y i w < w implies that also the number of possible values of x r and y r is bounded. Thus the set S is finite.
In Algorithm 1 we describe how to find a word W in A ± and B ± such that W • P ∈ S, when a non-periodic point P = x r + x i w; y r + y i w ∈ P N is given as input. Note that there are only 6 periodic points (Proposition 1.7) and all of them already belong to S. Then |S| is an upper bound on the number of orbits for fixed N .
Algorithm 1: Finding a word W mapping P to an element of S.
Input: A non-periodic point P = x r + x i w; y r + y i w with x r , x i , y r , y i reduced fractions with least common denominator N Output: A word W in A ± and B ± with W • P ∈ S W ← empty word;
// Case 3 then if x < 1 then k ← Obviously, the conditions |x i | < |y i | and |x i | ≥ |y i | of case 3 and 4, respectively, guarantee that all points are covered by the algorithm. To see that the algorithm terminates and thus yields a word W with W • P ∈ S we consider the values |x i |, |y i | and m := max(|x i |, |y i |) and will prove that in all cases -with one exception -m is reduced. The exception is in case 4, if |x i | = |y i |: since B does not change y, after applying B ±l the value of m will still be |y i |, but then, in the next step P will be in case 3 or 2 and thus m will be reduced. Hence after finitely many steps we get a point in the orbit of P , which is in S.
In the following we will often use two inequalities that hold for every point in L 8 : 0 ≤ x r + x i w < 1 + w (8) 0 ≤ y r + y i w < w (9)
Case 1: Let us begin with the case that P / ∈ S is periodic under B. As seen in Section 4.2, in this case for the irrational part y i the inequalities 0 ≤ y i < 1 hold. Since P is not in S, the absolute value of x i is at least 35 + 24w and m = |x i |.
The algorithm tells us to compute A −1 B −1 A • P . We will do this step by step, beginning with A • P :
A • P = x; y r + 2x i − t 1 + (y i + x r − t 2 )w with t 1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and t 2 ∈ {0, 1}.
The y-coordinate of B −1 A • P is the same as for A • P and the x-coordinate has rational part x r = −x r − 2x i − y r − 2y i + t 1 + 2t 2 + t 3 with t 3 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and irrational part x i = −x r − x i − y r − y i + t 1 + t 2 + t 4 with t 4 ∈ {0, 1}.
The last step -applying A −1 -does not change the x-coordinate, but the y-coordinate: Indeed, if we write the point A −1 B −1 A • P in the form x r + x i w; y r + y i w , we get x r and x i as above and for y: y r = 2x r + 4x i + 3y r + 2y i − 3t 1 − 2t 2 − 2t 4 + t 5 with t 5 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and y i = 2x r + 2x i + y r + 3y i − t 1 − 3t 2 − t 3 + t 6 with t 6 ∈ {0, 1}. Since the value of y r + 3y i − t 1 − 3t 2 − t 3 + t 6 is between −7 and 4 we can estimate |x i | = x i > |2x r + 2x i | + |y r + 3y i − t 1 − 3t 2 − t 3 + t 6 | ≥ |y i |.
d) x i < −(35 + 24w) = − 9+2w 3−2w : Together with (8) this implies −x i > 2 + 2w − 2x i w + 2x i + 7 > 2x r + 2x i + 7
and |x i | = −x i > |2x r + 2x i | + |y r + 3y i − t 1 − 3t 2 − t 3 + t 6 | ≥ |y i |.
This completes case 1.
Case 2: Now P / ∈ S is periodic under A and we have to compare P with B −1 A −1 B • P . The latter is of the form x r =3x r + 2x i + 4y r + 6y i − 3t 1 − 2t 2 − t 3 − 2t 4 + t 5
x i =x r + 3x i + 3y r + 4y i − t 1 − 3t 2 − t 3 − t 4 + t 6 y r = − 2x i − y r − 2y i + 2t 2 + t 3 y i = − x r − y r − y i + t 1 + t 4 with t 1 , t 3 , t 5 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and t 2 , t 4 , t 6 ∈ {0, 1} Since in this case all computations are very similar to the previous case -just use Remember that the difference between the irrational parts of the y-coordinate of P and of A k • P is denoted by ∆ A k (P ) and by (7) this difference is ∆ A k (P ) = −kx i w − r for an r ∈ (−1, 1) if x ≤ 1 k(x r − 1) if x > 1.
• If x ≤ 1 and k = 1 |x i |w = 1 |x i |w + s for an s ∈ (0, 1) we get ∆ A k (P ) = − sgn(x i ) − sx i w − r + and ∆ A −k (P ) = sgn(x i ) + sx i w − r − .
Since |r| < 1, the signs of ∆ A k (P ) and ∆ A −k (P ) are distinct: one is positive, the other is negative. Moreover, |∆ A ±k (P )| ≤ 1 + s|x i |w + 1 < 2|y i |. Thus either A k or A −k reduces the absolute value |y i | and so m.
• If x > 1 and k = 1, we have ∆ A ±k (P ) = ±(x r − 1). Since P is not periodic under the action of A, the rational part x r = 1. Moreover, |∆ A ±k (P )| ≤ |x r | + 1 < 1 + w + w|x i | + 1 < 2|y i |.
Thus either A or A −1 reduces the absolute value |y i | and so m. • If y ≤ 1 and l = Since |r| < 1, the signs of ∆ B l (P ) and ∆ B −l (P ) are distinct. Moreover, |∆ B ±l (P )| ≤ 1 + s|y i |(w − 1) + 1 < 2|y i | ≤ 2|x i |.
Thus either B l or B −l reduces |x i |.
• If y > 1 and l = 1, we have ∆ B ±l (P ) = ±(y r + y i − 1). Since P is not periodic under B, the change ∆ B ±l (P ) is not 0. Moreover, y r and y i have different signs and |y i | < |y r | unless both |y r | and |y i | are much smaller than 35 + 24w. Hence |∆ B ±l (P )| < 2|x i |. Thus either B or B −1 reduces |x i |.
This completes the proof, since in all cases m = max(|x i |, |y i |) is reduced: in the case |x i | = |y i | after two steps, otherwise in each step. This finally leads to a point with |x i |, |y i | < 35 + 24w, which is in the finite set S. . This is a very bad upper bound, supposably the correct number of orbits is very close (or equal) to the lower bound given by the number of connected components of the graph described in the beginning of this section. In particular for N = 1 with a little bit more work one can show that, indeed, all non-periodic points are in the same orbit. This means that for all non-periodic points P = x r + x i w; y r + y i w with x r , x i , y r , y i ∈ Z the groups SL(L 8 ; P ) are conjugate and have the same critical exponent.
